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NUMBER 22.

SCHOOL STUDENTS PRESENT! T. C. REPRESENTATIVES AT- SENIOR MINSTRELS MAIN POT ON mm 001RTET ENTERTWNS
H. T. C. HOLDS WILLIAM AND MABV
ETTER SPEECH WEEK PROGRAM TEND I. E. k
I PERFORMANCE HERE WITH HIGH TYPE MUSIC
TO TIE TILL LIST MINUTE OF PUT
MARRIAGE OF MISS BETTER
SPEECH TO MR. JUNIOR HI IS
BIG EVENT

MANY CURRENT SCHOOL PROBLEMS OF ALL PHASES OF WORK
DISCUSSED

JIMMY JOHNSTON WITH HIS
CHORUS AND END MEN MAKES
HIT

H. T. C. STUDENTS AND TOWN FOUL SHOTS GIVE OPPONENTS
PEOPLE DELIGHTED WITH
SLIGHT MARGIN. ROSEN AND
PROGRAM
KELLY STAR
The concert of chamber-music
The week of February 22 was NaMore than 10,000 Educators from
The class of '26 assisted by the given by the Flonzaley String QuarThe games the Blue Stone Baskettonal Better Speech Week and the every State met in Washington, D. Sophomore class followed its custom tet, Friday night, February 26, made
:hapel programs for Monday and C. to attend the Department of Sup- of the past two years by presenting a very favorable impression upon ball Varsity played with Farmville
and William and Mary on the trip
Tuesday were taken over by the 8B erintendence of the National Educa- a minstrel, introducing Jimmy Johnthe audience of H. T. C. students the last week-end were lost in score
rrade of the Junior High School, tion Association of the United States, ston as Interlocutor, in the College and Harrisonburg people. The selonly. The contest with William and
diss Gladys Hopkins is the teacher which met in the Capitol City Feb- auditorium Saturday, February 27.
ections were enthusiastically receiv- Mary was one of the liveliest the
if this grade and Mary Drewry and ruary 21-25, 1926.
This was the The performance is critisized as be- ed and the encores were numerous.
.eta LeVow, as student teachers, got fifty-sixth annual meeting of the ing the best minstrel show that has The concert was presented by H. T. Varsity has ever played, and marks
ip the programs.
Department of Superintendence with ever been given here.
"Genesis" C. as one of the Lyceum numbers. an ephoch in the history of the Blue
Stone team. Kelly and Rosen played
Monday the program was in the which fourteen allied organizations Dold, "Exodus" Campbell, and "LaEach of the four artists played as the best game of their careers. Rosorm of a Literary Society meeting met.
mentations" Lambert, end-men of though he loved his instrument and
,nd songs, dialogues, and recitations The topic Of the convention was the blackest and jokiest variety, were was expressing his feelings through en with a combination of quickness
vere given—all in keeping with -the the "Re-organization of Our Admin- almost equals for Mr. Johnston while it. The result was sootinhg, melod- and accuracy outshone Love, the star
forward for W. & M. holding 9 field
>etter speech ideal. The numbers istrative Units," and many current the chorus with snappy songs and ious, and living music.
goals against her 4. Kelly's superior
vere largely original and very clcv- problems in education were discussed sporty smiles gave just the right musChamber-music is the purest form
r and amusing.
in the special departments in which ical touch. The parts were good and of music and is aristocratic both in guarding held Love to the lowest
Wednesday the boys and girls gave some particular line of interest was the ensemble "Show Me the Way to form and origin. Each player has to score of her entire basketball career
and kept her from making a single
he wedding of Miss Better Speech persucd. Every state and territory Go Home" proved popular.
be an artist to give the soul-felt in- field goal during the second half.
.nd Mr. Junior Hi, with a most in- was represented by teachers, princiThe "Clog" of the typical little porpretation.
The patrons of this
eresting ceremony.
pals, city and county superinten- negro girl, and a real canoe scene typo of music were formerly princes Jackson played high as guard; in
dents, college professors, and state with the soft songs that are associat- and nobles but now they are the fact each member of the team played
a fighting game.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER department officers. Mr. Duke, Miss ed with a moonlight boat ride, were "lovers of art." Chamber-music is Throughout the game the local
CONFERENCE HELD AT Katherine Anthony,
- Mrs. W. B. Var unusual
"..u^uoi features
iMiuics ui
of a pieasing
pleasing nat- suitable only for small gatherings, team' kept William and Mary comRICHMOND
ner, Miss Mary h. Morgan, Dr. Gif-jure. The "Calamity" of "Genesis- the delicacy of structure and tone pletely within bounds. The score at
ford, M.ss Mary L. Seeger and sev- and •'Exodus"-pardon-of a cullud not being discernible in an extreme- the end of the first half was 13-13
H. T. C. sent four delegates to the cral members of the training school ladee and gemma'n drew another ly large crowd.
withH. T. C. the shining team. Until
tudent Volunteer Conference which faculty attended the convention from laugh.
The Flonzaley Quartet was found- the very last two minutes of the
H.
T.
C.
as held at Richmond last Friday,
Th orchstra gave a real profes- ed by E. J. de Coppet, a New York game the score was a tie when two
aturday, and Sunday.
The four Among the meetings'attended by
sional
touch to the production, and banker and "lover of art," who for free shots, as a result of fouls, gave
ipresentatives from the college were: Miss Morgan, the ones pertaining to
it
was
revealed that Henry Converse several years had engaged a quartet W. and M. the two points lead,
helma Dunn, Vergie Hammock, Vir- the Supervision of Student Teaching,
could sing as well as play the bango. of great musicians to play for the bringing the final'tally 23-21.
inia Hoover, and Doris Mills.
City Teacher Training School SecRleasure of himself and his friends.
The Farmville game, played ThursThe costuming and lighting enThe conference was held at the tion, National Society of College TeaIn* 1902 de Coppet's first violinist re- day night, found H. T. C. the poshanced
the
blackness
of
the
jesters
resbyterian Theological Seminary chers of Education, and the Departlinquished his post and Arfred PoGinter Park, Richmond, and was ment of Vocational Education, prov- and the loveliness of the ladies. In chon, whom de Coppet had heard sessor of the short end of a 15-9
tended by student volunteers from ed to be the ones from which the short, the minstrels were a success. play in Europe was asked to take his score, but the local team played a
very creditable game.
lany of the Virginia colleges. The best material was derived relative to Opening Chorus
place.
The following is the line-up and
rpose pf .the conference was to the use and importance of Home Ec- Isle of Melody, Fannie Moncure
Ponchon gave up his position as pro- summary for the. W. &, M. -H. T. C
Lonesomest
Girt
In
town,
Bernice
romote the interest of the young onomics in the schools. In discusfessor at the Royal Conservatory of game.
Wilkins
iople in religious life and the con- sing the educatidnal objectives of the
Brussels and came to America.
He W. & M.
H. T. C.
rence consisted wholly of student senior high school, it was shown that Jimmy and Me,
"Lou" Seegar soon realized that the outside de- E the ridge
F.
Rosen
untecrs.
in certain schools in the west there If I Can't Have You, Virginia Wiley mands on the members of the quartet Love
F.
Heiserman
The volunteers Were entertained is Home. Economics in the high Show Me the Way to Go Home
were detrimental to the development Miles
J. C.
Miller
the people of Ginter Park during schools for both boys and girls with
Chorus of superior music and suggested that Wilkins
S. c.
Nickell
ieir stay in Richmond.
but slight requirements. Both are Since You Called Me Sweetheart
musicians who were willing to give Tompkins
G.
Jackson
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday were required to study foods, textiles, and
Virginia Ransone all their time to chamber-music be Cogle
G.
Kelly
ivoted to discussions concerning health, while the.girls study interior
Referee: Lew
I'll Buy the Ring and Change
obtained. De Coppet agreed to this,
hases of religion and their relation decoration and the boys home appreUmpire) Brown
Your Name to Mine
Emma Dold and the next year four artists will) the life of college students. Ad- ciation. Boys are required to study
Scorer: Gentis
Are You Sorry,
Evelyn Snapp ing to demote all their time to the
resses were made by missionaries clothing merely enough to sew on
Remember,
Sarah Evans quartet, gathered at the Villo FlonThe following is the summary and
-om Korea, India, China, and South buttons and be able to do small
Then I'll Be Happy, Courney Garland zaley, de* Coppet's Swiss summer line-up of the H. T. C.-Farmville
merica, telling from a theological mending.
home, to discuss the formation of game:
Second Part
oint of view the great and imporMr. J. M. Gwinn, Superintendent
this quartet for the purpose of fur- H. T. C.
F. T. C.
»nt work that is being carried on in of Schools, San Francisco, California, Clog
Nancy Funkhouser thering chamber-music.
Rosen
Beside
F.
Yancey
lose sections of the world. The con- in an address on the higher stan- Canoe Quartette Ralston, Moncure
Alfred Ponchon, those present were Heiserman
F.
Hall
Jrencc was instructive and its work dards for high school teachers said
Evans, Walker Adolfo Betti, an Italian professor at Miller
J. C.
Reid
doing a great deal toward pfomot- that before asking for more ammuni- Calamity
Campbejl", Dold the Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Nickell
S. C.
White
lg religious life among college stu- tion, train to shoot at the target. Orchestra
Jackson
Iwav
d'Archambeau,
a
Belgian
cellL.
G.
Jones
ents.
Teachers should be trained for spe- Sitting on Top of the World
R. C.
ist of the Conservatory of Luxem- Kelly
Crute
cial demands and should then be
Referee: Wells
Bernice Wilkins bourg, and Ugo Ana, an Italian who
ART TREASURES
placed in positions for which they Grand Finale
Umpire: Venable
put away his violin and devoted his
EXHIBITED
are suited.
In a study of placing
Scorer:'
Lambert
time
to
the
viola.
It
was
resolved
Orchestra
teachers Mr. Gwinn found that 50
that this quartet should be made the Timer: Gentis
From the four corners of the Globe per cent of the teachers are not Courney Garland
Piano
Banjo foremo6t in Europe and America.
liss Aiken gathered up treasures placed in schools for work in which Henry Converse
The quartet was named the FlonCOMING EVENT
nd brought them for the girls to they are trained.
Cecil McGlaughlin
Saxaphone
zaley
Quartet
in
memory
of
the
first
Jack Bilhimer
Traps
se.
Her exhibit in the faculty
meeting at de Coppet's home. The
Miss Anthony spoke at the NationApril 30 a new team is to be launoom the first of the week was quite
Chorus
name is a combination of Italian and ched from H. T. C.
al
Association
for
Directors
of
SuperThree State
novelty for the college.
There
Virginia Ransone. Elizabeth Ralston French, meaning "brooklet."
Teachers Colleges have voted to have
ave been many art exhibits but this vised Student Teaching on the sub- Louise Elliott.
Elizabeth Johnston
The quartet came to America, triangular debates and it is up to the
ne was unusual in more ways than ject of "The Harrisonburg Unit Les- Evelyn Snapp,
Carolyn Weems played in private for one year and
son
Plan."
Three
addresses
were
student body to back this debating
ne, first its exhibits themselves, secFannie Moncure,
Katie Sebrell began giving public concerts in 1904. team as enthusiastically as they send
considered
by
Miss
Anthony
to
be
nd its way of presenting unique and
Virginia Wiley,
Mary Drewry The grand ensemble which they have out their athletic teams.
jvely things to the college girls and •utstanding. The first was by Dr. Helen Walker,
Sarah Evans worked out is due to the fact that the The question to be debated isi ReJudd
of
the
University
of
Chicago
iculty, and third the fact that most
Doris Persinger,
Bernice Wilkins original members, with the except- solved that the state should approwho
spoke
on
the
scientific
methods
f the articles were for sale, conCharlotte Wilson ion of Ugo Ana, have played together priate more money for advancing
He urged that a Pearl Mills,
ary to the custom of exhibits. of Supervision.
for twenty-two years. Ana resigned rural education than for developing
clear
scientific
method
be
used
rather
(any of these lovely things were
on account of the war and his place the cities around Hampton Roads.
than
the
uniting
of
different
unMUSIC
RECITAL
)ld to faculty members._and stuwas taken by Nicholas Moldavan.
matched procedures and the followjnts.
The debates take place on the same
The Flonzaley Quartet has accomp- night and Radford will come here,
ing
of
blind
theories*
A very informal and delightful reThe first things to meet the eye
Dr. IL S. Miller, of the Univer- cital was given in the Music Room. lished its aim. It gives a finished and while the H. T. C. team debates at
pon entering the faculty room were
excellle
nt type of chamber-music, and Farmville and the Farmville team
vo small cases of spoons, cigarette sity of Wisconsin, outlined the con- Thursday afternoon at five o'clock
is
well
known throughout America at Radford. The visiting team takes
ises, and vanity cases. The vanity tract plan of subject matter used in by the members of Miss Hoffman's
and
Europe.
applied
music
class.
The
program
the negative side of the question.
the
University
high
school.
Dr.
ises were round with work traced
Before the debaters are chosen all
Program
I silver and stones set in the trac- Charters of the University of Chicago follows:
literary
society members will be giv-y- Some were white with flashy spoke on the Primary Council on the Prophet Bird—Schumann—
I
Nancy Mosher Beethoven—Quartet in F major, Op. en a chance to try their luck and the
esigns on them.
The cigarette curriculum building based on job
best ones from these groups will be
ises were Japanese and had scenes analysis.
Scarf Dance—Chaminade—
59, No. 1.
selected. The debates will be open
tched on their brown backgrounds,
'The phase of work which is of genVirginia Wiley
Allegro
to the entire student body so let's
he spoons were Dutch with much eral interest to the students of H. Mazurka—Moszkowski—
. Allegretto vivace e sempre schback
them with regular H. T. C.
irved bowls and handles.
These T. C. was the Department of the
erzando
Ruth Kirkpatrick
spirit.
andles were surmounted by small National Association of Deans of Wo- Valse—Chopin—Elizabeth Jenkins
Adagio molto e mesto—Allegro
gures such as windmills, ships and men, which Mrs. Varner attended
II
Norwegian Bridal Procession—Greig
Dr. Weems (assigning a lesson):
yen human figures, all' of silver.
almost exclusively.
Three hundred
Marian Travis Tschaikowsky—Andante cantabile
Take smallpox and typhoid fever lor
(Continued to Page 3, Column 3.)~ (Continued to Page 2, Column 5.) Ghosts— Shytte—Charlotte Lacy
(Continued to Page 2, Column 4.) next time.
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CROCUSES

WOOD-B WISDOM

With a slumebr-laden eye
Watch your step! You'll tread on
And a dream-load on our mind
a crocus. We'lji admit they're not
Published weekly in affiliation with
We
finally start to breakfast
The Virginia Teacher by the students much to look at yet, but they will be
A
sure bad sign!
of the State Teachers College, Har- if folks will only keep on the sidewalks and not walk over these tiny
risonburg, Virginia.
TOM SAYS:
And then the day starts with
shoots that so far look like asparagus
I guess it's time for me to
a first period class and a professor who doesn't go straight down the roll
tips.
They reside in the corners
put on a stunt.
Seems like
Oh! tis sweet when clouds are flying
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR
near the cement and add much to the
it's a!l the style around here
And the master's eye's not eyeing
TEN CENTS A COPY
beauty of the campus in the springnow.
Just to gaze without the window—
time. Give them a chance.
The next fifty minutes we spend in the library:
Doris Persinger •_—------- §4j*"
Their delving in the reference books
Thelma
—
(excitedly)-Don't
you
Hilda Blue
Assistant Editor
SHINING
FACES
Their answering to the call
know Hilda has got religion?
Kathryn Pace —- - Assistant Lditor
With real and honest industry—
Ethel Davis
~ Assistant Lditor
Virginia—How do you know?
The silver loving cups that adorn
Wt* love to watch it all!
Thelma—She walked out of chapel
the library have been cleaned and
with
a
hymn
book.
A pop history quiz—
icy
polished.
One of the Chemistry
Reporters
And then to the mailbox we hie
classes of the Home Economics secThe first radio fan was Adam—he
Elizabeth Mason Mildred Reynolds tion saw the chance to do service to
Mary Fray
We get a letter? In the sweet bye and bye!
took his spare parts and assembled a
Nancy Mosher
Virginia Blount H. T. C. and learn something all at loud speaker.
Thus the morning proceeds and we are suddenly made delightfull
Hazel Mercer
Ldna Bonney the same time.
Lottie Cundiff
—The Technician happy because there is cake for lunch.
Nina Frey The cups were cleaned by a proMary G. Smith
When all your tasks are wearisome
Virginia Harvey
Helen Waiker
cess known as electrolysis. A thin
And life— not the shy—is blue
Bessie—"What
are
you
giving
up
Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
plate of aluminum was placed in a
It's wonderful to think upon
for-Lent?"
pan, salt and soda added and boiling Nancy—"Coffee."
What a good dessert can do!
water
poured
in.
The
action
of
the
LOGIC
Bessie—"I didn't know you drank
hot solution of salt and soda on the
(Continued from Page 1, Column 3.
coffee."
LITERARY SOCIETY
Why should people worry when aluminum cleaned the silver cups.
deans met at Wardman Park Hot
Nancy—"I don't. "
NOTES
some psssimisticaliy inclined person They are back in p'ace again now
and in the arrangement of the plar
says that the world is getting worse shining triumphantly on all who vis- Alphabetical Telephone Conversation
The Lee Literary Society had a and details showed that Deans i
every day? No one but a pessimist, it the library.
LO, that you LN?
very interesting program last week. Women are capable of the most e
someone who has been crossed in love
ES, it's I.
It consisted of talks on debating and cellent organization. Girls of Georg
or some such person, would think, or
GROANS AND REGRETS How R U?
refutation and an extemporaneous Washington University acted as paj
say such a thing.
We do not be0 IM O. K.
debate on "Resolved; That we should es and were always present wit
Painful groans have been coming
lieve that such a thing is true. In
G that's good.
have Fraternities on tlie^ Campus." whatever information and assistant
Alas, poor
fact, we be'ieve that the world is up from the campus.
Y
do
U
asH?
The ta'iks and the debate/were enjoy- they might give.
thing, we earnestly sympathize with
getting better.
1 thought U and I could take a ride ed by all except those debating.
These deans represented univers
Why shouldn't we believe this you. We have papers to write.
in my S X.
ties,
colleges, teachers colleges an
The program of the Page Literary
"My heavens, I can never do all
way? It is just as easy to believe
O, 1Mb lighted.
high
schools. One of the most in
There is just as much proof to this this work. I have a term paper to Can U take T with me this evening? Society consisted of a debate on "Re- portant phases was the personn
solved; That jazz is more popular
side as the other, and it is much more get up in this last three weeks and a Sure thing, that LB EZ for me.
than classical music." The subject work discussed on the first day of tr
short
story
to
write
too."
pleasant and hopeful. Perhaps we
C U at seven.
The importance of th
"Every c'ass I am in I have some
had aroused deep interest in the meeting.
do believe this because we want to.
1 L B ready.
work
in
relation
with the work
But then, we have a right to believe project to work up,' a big unit*for
—Red Cat school and all music lovers rejoiced Deans of Women cannot be emph
when they heard of the victory of
what we want so long as it doesn't this and an outline of that. Gee!
those upholding their beloved class- sized too much. After round tab
This
life
is
great!"
interfere with anyone else.
Eating Wool
discussions on such subjects as o
"In every class I have been this
ics.
And isn't it natural that we shou'd
ganization of tour matrons, frate
"I
wish
you
wouldn't
knit
at
meals.
week 1 have had a pop test or an asThe Lanier program consisted of nity problems, and maladjusted st
think the world is belter since we
1
can't
teM
where
my
spagetti
leaves
signment a mile high."
reviews of several novels and plays. dents, each representative had an o
are living in it? We like to think
There comes a day in the life of off and your sweater begins."
"The
Perennial. Bachelor" and "On portunity to select the subject whi(
it is.
We like to be hopeful and
—Washington Columns
every quarter when They look over
Parade"
were among the books dis- she wished to hear discussed
helpful and cheerful.
We like to the course of study and realize that
cussed.
The society is planning de- luncheon and was assigned to a tab
think that we are making the world in three weeks examinations are due.
The basket ball game had reached
bates
for
future meetings that they at which this subject would be tak(
better anyway.
The opThat first day assignment of essay, the most exciting part.
may
get
in
trim for the big debates up. Mrs. Varner attended, the di
You think this is crooked reason- story, term paper, o.r what-not is un- posing forward had the ball.
which it is hoped, will follow soon. cussion on the Advisory System.
Voice
from
side
line
(frenziedly)—
ing, do you? Thencontinue to think earthed from its dusty," musty brain
The Alpha Literary Society studied
so. We can't convince you that you cell and brought suddenly and dis- "Suppoort'cr—supporter!!"
On a discussion of securing ide
the
life and works of Edgar A. Guest health conditions for students,
are wrong, as you undoubtedly are. concerting'y to the front.
Some
But neither can you convince us are the easy-going tranquil days' of Mary—"Do you use Colgate's tooth at the last regular meeting. Several was thought by some that the Dea
entertaining selections were given of Women should have scienti
that we are wrong, as we most cer- ordinary strife. The anxious flurry paste?"
tainly are not. You must be one of of last minute tasks seasoned with Helen—"No—my roommate buys which the members of the groups en- training for this work.
Howevi
joyed very much.
Though modern as Mrs. Varner brought out in
Pepsodent."
those pessimists who think every- interesting quizzes is upon us.
poetry has been the subject of study talk on the subject, it should not
thing is wrong but you. We really
in the society, they are planning to required of a Dean when there is
Ad—Candies,
Tostwiches,
sodas,
feel sorry for you. We think you
NO MAIL BLUES
golf supplies, Shaeffer pens and Sta- take up debating in preparation for doctor and nurse in the institutio
must have some kind of "mental
the proposed inter-scholastic debates.
tionery.
kink," but we haven't decided yet She say she write me letter,
and also a committee of Physic
just what it is.
"Let's
go
in
and
get
some
of
those
Welfare consisting of these two, di
She say one day nex' week;
golfwiches—bet they are good."
Did you ever try smiling?
It But me I no can get her
VARSITY SQUAD ENTER- titian, Dean of Women, and head
doesn't hurt one bit and is really Tho each day come I seek.
Physical Education Department, ai
TAINED AT DINNER
One of the boys at the dance inquite p'easant. Then you know, or
head of Home Economics Depai
sisted on calling H. T. C. a Normal
have heard, all those little sayings I make grand rush for mail box,
The H. T. C. varsity basket ball ment, such as exists here.
school. The girls called him down squad was entertained at a delightabout "imiling and the world smiles I run like June bug fly;
Mr. S. B. Richardson of Dai
on it, but were in turn "squelched" ful dinner in the Blue Stone dining mouth College, stressed the need
with you—and all those things? She maybe come today I say
when another boy remarked, "It's hall, Monday evening, March 1. The a greater opportunity for electi
Well we believe those little sayings, And make me gladsome guy.
neither one, it's an abnormal school. " college colors were used to carry out work in colleges and said that "t
and again, we like to believe them.
The practice we have gotten from I reach for box with quicksome hand.
the color scheme and a basket ball curriculum should be fitted to si
Mr. Johnston—"Everybody pres- with purple and gold on it was placed the student, not the student to t
them makes us feel good.
That Tear door from hinge almost,
makes us happy. And happy people But she no there—I pull my hair
ent Saturday?"
in the center of the table. The en- curriculum, as it is at present."
make a happy world. Now, that is And all but give up ghost.
tire squad was present. Besides the
L. Lambert—"Yes sir, I was. "
The convention passed a rcsoluti'
logic, just as straight logic as we
members of the squad, the other
to send workers to Parents' Assoc
know. And this is our final, big, I feel too blue for walk for home.
"Conrad, is your father still sick?" guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Johnston, tions, and other organizations to I
world-start'ing deduction: the world Sit down on rail of fence,
Mrs. Varner, Miss Turner, and Miss commend and stress thevimportan
"No'm—but he's in bed. "
must be better, for, you know, "no- She no more write for you I say
Kreiner.
of securing deans for high school
thing is good but thinking makes it She write for other gents.
Mrs. Varner—"If you are thinking
Mr. Johnston acted as toastmaster This should be a person who is trai
so."
about doing anything bad, please of the occasion and started the party ed, efficient, and interested in t
But then 1 think for maybe no,
wait till I come back."
going in an enjoyable manner. The welfare of pupils.
She have no time to kill
Bright Student—"She doesn't want team then told the story of the trip
BUT DO WE?
Although the principal part of t
For writing now—she busy—so
to miss anything."
to Farmville and William and Mary time was given to work, there v.
in a very unique way. Edwena Lam- time was given to work, there we
March 19 approaches!
Terrible I look for letter still.
r-A. P. w.
Mr. Johnston—"Snow is sublimed bert started and told several inci- of the conference.
fears some of us have at the very
A dinner «
water."
mention of the thougth. It means
dents concerning the trip when the given to the Alumni of Columl
L. Hopkins—"That's the reason it's next person took it up and told her University at the Mayflower Hoti
the end of the second quarter and FRESHMAN EXPECTATIONS
white."
the beginning of the third and last
part of it.
At the Peabody dinner which Mi
quarter of the 1926 winter session, Dances, dates, and don'ts, can I do
The entire basket ball squad fol- Varner and Miss Anthony attendAt Supply Room Window
another great epoch in our college this or that?
lows: Doris Kelly, Jessie Rosen, Vir- Miss Anthony gave a toast to t
careers.
The freshmen are looking forward Girl in a hurry—"Gimme some ginia Jackson, Elizabeth Miller, Ruth classroomxrechnique of Peabody
The day of reckoning is almost at to next year's dance with great en- peppah."
Nickell, Edyth Hieserman, Mary structprs.
Keith's came in for
hand.
Let's catch up with our thusiasm. They find it hard to see Miss Switzcr—"We don't sell pep- Pritchard, Dorothy Gibson, Virginia part of the outside entertainme
work and write up all of those long- the juniors and seniors go riding per. "
Turpin, Lorraine Gentis, Irene Rod- and was declared "middling"
neglected notebooks so that when the with their many friends and sopho- Girl—"Aw-c'mon, I want some gers, Georgia Brockett, Loula Bois- Miss Anthony, while the "Stud<
time comes for us to hear the final mores going down town at night. writing peppah."
seau, Sarah Bowers, Edwena Lambert, Prince" was charming.
verdict, we will have no fears what- All freshmen sincerely believe that
Reva Banks, Caroline Weems, Sarah
Mrs. Elizabeth Rucker Smart w
ever and life will be a path of roses as time goes on life grows sweeter, Home Ec. girl—"cooked some rice Patton. Eljse Taylor.
is
a graduate of H. T. C. and w
today."
for all of us.
We must do all of at least 'tis so in college. —
was
on the training school staff v
our back work and then, too, keep When they reach the height and Nother—"Was it good. "
(Continued
from
Page
1,
Column
4.)
present
at the conference. Her h
up with our daily assignments so that g'ory of Seniordom, they too will be H. E. girl—"Well—I used it for muband
is
now the Professor of ru
HI
cilage."
,
*
we'M have an easy time when exams able to enjoy the many upper class
education in Kansas.
Finale
(from
Quartet
Op.
41.
No^l)
roll around.
We are capable of privileges that are now denied them.
Mrs. Lill Skonhoft, who was at
When the younger generation is Schumann—Adagio
doing good work so let's get busy
T.
C. in November with the fore:
old what will it tell the next genera"What is the Duke's disease?"
IV
and raise the standard of scholarship
students
remembered Mrs. Var
Miss Whitt'inger—"I don't know— tion that it didn't do?
Ponchon—Irish Cradle Song
here both for ourselves and H. T.
(Qontinu^
to Pag* 4, Column 7
—Milwaukee Journal. Grainger—Molly on tht Short
unless it's mumps."
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PERSONALS
GUESTS ON CAMPUS
Margaret Lewis and Florence Fray
were the guests of Mary Fray.
Pauline Blue visited Hilda Blue.
Ruth DoW visited Emma Dold.
Paul Hunter of Fort Defiance visited Golda Perry.
Edwin Scott of Marshall was the
guest of Mable Billiard. '
Boyd Hiezer of Batesville visited
Virginia Campbell.
A. L. Jeter of Lynchburg visited
Courtney Garland.
C. C. Crit/.er of University of Virginia was the guest of Katfcaryn Sebrell.
Louise Persinger had as her" guest
Bennett Rockhill of Salem.
Charles Spencer of Lynchburg visited Thelma Taylor.
Stella Pitts had as her guest Ken
Goode of Richmond.
'.
Raymond Hutchins of V. P. I. visited Mary Louise Dunn.
Wyatt Bunnett of University of
Virginia was the guest of Annie
Younger.
Virginia Sutherland had G. Wa'sh
of the Uninversity of Virginia as her
guest.
L. E. Barton of the University of
Virginia visited Lucy Davis.
Alvin OakJS of Lexington visited
Virginia Oakes.
Agnes Wadn had as her guest Wiley Wade.
James Purdy visited Louise and
Ruth Moseley.
Lewis Campbell, of Salem, visited
his sister, Virginia.

" 'Me and America' is a new and
unusual slogan which Soviet politicians have adopted to give prestige to
their campaign against the League
of Nations. In most other respects,
the name of capitalistic America is
anthema to bolsheviks, but whenever
an American opens fire on the
League, the Soviet press chimes in
deMghtedly, and flattery of America's
good sense replaces the customary
attacks on the 'exploiters' beyond
the seas."
When President Coolidge talked
about entering the World Court and
reminded Congress that the World
Court was independent of the League,
the Soviet editors had another chance
to set forth their pleasure at being
in company with the United States.

Page Three

(Continued from Page 1, Column 1.)
«•***»*
To the left of these small cases
was a larger one filled with all kinds
of quaint and lovely jewelry all made
»
Presenting
by hand. Anyone imight see at first
.ft
glance that these things were not American for Americans, who are skillThe Newest Fashions In
ed enough in the u«e of their hands
Dresses, Coats, Coat Suits
to have made thenf are scarce. From
China came a pajr of heavy braceand Hats
lets with carved buds enamelled in
blue and with something inside of
You'll like our variety of
them that made them jingle when
slippers priced for $5.95
moved.
Then there were flexible
J^******************************,^^
bracelets each link perfect in its exquisite tracery of silver and the lovely setting of its stones. The rings
were quaint but not so delicate and **«HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHt»MMlIM|MMM«l»WMM»,M
pretty as the bracelets. On the bottom shelf of this case was a gorgeous array of brooches and pendants
of silver set with stones. There was
one Arabian piece of beaten gold set
with dull green stones that was quite
nd e D Spike heels
exotic. The most exquisite pendant
^SkSCSS
? B uheels.
, * Patent
£
- pumps
Black Satin
with
Spike
and
Box
Leather
with
was perhaps a lone onyx with a mosp,ke or Boxed h
nr
. ,_ ?
eek
aic flower design on it, the whole
We are also showing a wonderful line of Fall and Winter
pendant surrounded by rhinestones.
Pumps at $4.95.
On the long table were spread
B.
NEY
&
SONS
Opposite Post Office
several quaint contributions from
the old world.
There was a tapa «HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH^^
cloth from Samoa made of the bark
of a tree, painted in fantastic de""■■'
«i y
■
.,,
signs; a Moroccan dress and hides of ;
When
preparing
your
ina brilliant red and sun yellow; and
an Indian table cloth, elaborately
embroidered with inlaid circles of
between lunches remember
FOR
isinglass.

"Monument marks spot where four
states touch."
There is only one
place in the United States where a
house may be built with each of its
four corners in a different state.
The place is the common meeting
p'ace of Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and
New Mexico."
The "four Corners Monument"
stands on a broad, timberless and
waterless plateau, about 5,500 feet
above sea level. There are no habitations near the monument, nor is it
near the beaten paths of travel used
by passing bands of Indians. It lies
In another case against the right
wholly within the limits of the Inwall of the roCm were representadian country.
tives of the newest fad-soap sculptures.
These small soap statuettes
"Cathedral gets stone of Stratford
were
quite
varied in their subjects.
church. A stone "from the church
Some
were
copies of well known
in Stratford—on—Avon, England,
whgre William Shakespeare was bur- statues, but most were original' statied, has been received at the Cathe- ues and bas-reliefs. The preference
[WEEK-END TRIPS
seemed to be for animals though
Doris Mills, Virginia Hoover, Thel- dral of St. John the Divine of New several of the human figures were
ma Dunn, and Vergie Hammock at- York."
unusually well done. Two of these
tended the Student Volunteer ConU is a gift of Canon Melville and figures, a dog and an elephant we"
ference at Richmond.
the wardens of the ancient parish of made by Mary Wisman.
Pearlie Kibler went to her home Holy Trinity, Stratford—on—Avon
and will probably be built into the _ Next to this case was another of
in Woodstock.
Louise Hediick visited her home bay of the Division of Arts, which table runners of grass, leather carved
book bindings and an embroidered
the actors are heJping to build.
in McGaheysville.
h
is
s
- —Dorothy-Ridings was the guest of . .'"T . . .tf>ne pnee formed the can- leather pillow and combs such as
Samoan debutantes and matrons
her parents in Buena Vista.
opy of the sedilia in the Chapel of wear.
Anna Brown went home to Cul- St. Thomas of Cantebury in Holy
There were nine countries reprepepper.
Trinity Church, Stratford."
sented in this exhibit; China, Ceylon,
Bernice Jenkins visited in WashMorocco, India, Arabia, Holland, the
ington.
"How the King of England refuses
Annie and Miriam Councill visited to interfere in politics is shown by a Philippines, Mexico and Samoa.
at Nelly's Ford.
letter from Buckingham Palace to
Mildred Richardson visited i n the Lord Mayor of Gravesend. The
PARADE
Washington.
Mayor had written to the King askEmily
Post
Marie Gum was the guest of Kalh- ing him to call together the counerine Trimble at her home in Mon- try's mayors with a view to influencWith a recent class discussion in
terey.
ing the Government to restore the
mind, I can state quite frankly that
Mary Wiley went to her home in Country to a normal 'Condition."
I did not enjoy this novel. Having
Vanerpool.
The King's secretary's reply states gone that far I shall be forced to adMary Armentrout went to her
that the His majesty appreciates the mit that I do not know exactly why.
home in McGaheysville.
loyal and patriotic move, but that
Frances Vint visited her home in
Perhaps it is because Miss Post
the King could not take any action
Sangerville.
has
not in the whole book drawn a
beyond forwarding the letter to the
Katherine Alexander visited her Prime Minister.
character that is strong and lovable.
parents in Afton.
Ollie, 1 liked tremendously, but I was
Joseph Richardson, Ella Anderson,
disappointed—perhaps because he
"American excluded from her own did not fire his pistol in the other
Edna Reeves, and Virginia Puryear
visited Norine Shiflett at her home country. " An instance of an Amer- direction.
I think I could have
ican being excluded from her own loved the little sister if I were acin Parnassus.
Marietta Kagey went to her home country through the workings of the quanited, but I never could have
immigration law was cited in the Joved the heroine. I knew from the
in Dayton.
case
of Mrs. Peggy Hull Kinley, A- first chapter that I wouldn't—she
Frances Brock visited her home at
merican
Newspaper Correspondent, slapped her baby brother because his
Lacey Springs.
Elizabeth Thrift visited at Fort De- who for more than a year has been face was dirty.
funning a Chinese paper in Shangfiance.
The last few chapters appealed to
hai. "
Kathleen Snapp went to her home
me more than all of the rest of the
"Mrs. Kinley married a British book. There was a pathetic spirit
in Elkton.
Rhoda Simmons visited at Mt. Sol- subject while in China and though attendant upon the heroine that aidher ancestors were pioneers in Kan- ed materially the contrasting of
on.
Nancy Dyche went to her home in sas, she found that she can only en- present day social tendencies with
ter the United States as an immi- those of twenty years ago.
Elkton.
Mildred Williamson visited i n grant and under quota limitations
I felt when I finished the book that
which would keep her out for three
Lyndhurst.
it was just another of a type—the
years."
Alta Wenger went to her home in
society woman who feels that a life
Woodstock.
whose foundation of physical beauty
Marguerite L. Cupp went home to
SCHOOLMA'AM WORK PRO- is inadequate for declining years—
Centerville.
and not the least tiresome of the type
GRESSING
• Virginia Brumbaugh and Kathryne
I have read.
Smucker visited in Dayton.
Group
pictures
for
"The
SchoolCharlotte DeHart visited her home
Ma'am" are being taken so every one
in Winchester.
TO MOVIE FANS
Rosamowd Shipp visited in Elkton. has started playing Boy Scouts in
order to "be prepared." Everyone
Admirers of Mary Pickford will
is expected to look her prettiest and
have
an opportunity of seeing her in
BIG NOISE!
smile her sweetest.
all her glory in "Dorothy Vernon of
Several group pictures were taken Haddon Hall" in Sheldon Hall, FriThe big noise for the year is yet
to come, so watch carefully on into after lunch last Saturday and today day night, March 12. This is a costhe spring quarter. The Glee Club such as Literary Societies and class tume ,play by the author of "When
is ready for a spring debut and the teams.
Knighthood Was in Flower." The
surprise is well worth any amount of
Everyone who belongs in a group Athletic Association is offering this
speculation on the part of the stu- picture should be in it—for the glory regular SO cent picture to the college
of H. T. C.
.!
dtnt body. Watch and listen,
students at IS cents.

JOSEPH NEY & SONS

t\

Mr

"
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SHOES THAT ARE RIGHT
FOR COLLEGE GIRLS

BECK'S

Health's Sake
EAT
SALLY ANN BREAD
made in the
Sftenandoah ValleyNature's Picture Land
We Feed It

LINEWEAVER'S BROS.
Sta-Klene Store
65 East Market St.
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20sNorth Main Sired, Harrisonburg, Va.
O Jl Fifth AoenueShop at Your Door

Ralph'.

We are showing a complete line of coats, dresses and
hats. 10 per cent discount on every purchase. See
the new colored slickers at $5.00
HHHHHHH MXMMMXMMXMM
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KODAKS AND KODAK

THE VENDA

FILMS

Wool hose, scarves, caps

QUALITY DEVELOPING

and sweaters for
cold days

AND PRINTING

See our assortment

OTT DRUG CO.

To-day

THE REXAL STORE

»»»X»XX*X»»»»»»»jHHHHt*»»*% «»*XM*MM»XMXMXMX»«MMM1«»»;
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CANDYLAND
Next to New Virginia Theatre.
GOOD CANDIES OF ALL SORTS
TAKE SOME TO YOUR ROOMMATE
■*** H MM M IIIIN M MM MM | HHI mUHHHHHHHHHHHH?

****************#***♦*****

{four (0100 (CwresponlrntT
200«btets HOffttotlopcB

$100
(-JOOD Quality Whit*
*-• with your name and addresa p
ed in either black or bine ink. If desired will substitute 100 folded sheets
for the 200 single sheets.

RINKER
Bex 248

PRINTING

CO.

BRIDGEWATER, VA.
Harriaonbarff Agent

VALLEY BOOK SHOP

Visit
PIGGLY WIGGLY
For the Good Things
Necessary for That
Meal in Your Room
!££££££?#*****************
»***»»*»»*****.x i »»»»»*»***
COLLEGE SHOP
Your nearest »*ore
Welcomes you, when thirsty,
hungry, or tired
»*****# ********
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POST CARD TRAVELOGUE THE DAUGHTER OF HELEN
KENT
(Continued)
(By Sarah Comstock)

WOMEN
-Booth Tarkington—

Writing from Denver, Colorado,
Dr. Wayland said that he got his
first g'impse of a mountain—westWard—about three hours outside of
Denver.
The dim, snow-covered
mountain, he learned was Pike's
Peake, 100 miles away.
Denver, "nestling at the foot of
the Rockies," is one of the best looking cities that he has seen. It is a
much larger city than most people
expect'to find there. "The magnificient parks and mammoth office
buildings are excelled by few of the
older and larger cities of the country."
In Denver there are many
works of art and architecture that
Wild compare favorably with those of
the oldest countries.
Dr. Wayland, impressed with the
towering, snow-covered Rockies,
wrote, "In grandeur they excel any
thing of the sort I have seen; in
beauty, real grace, charm, and variety, they are excelled by the mountains of the Shenandoah Valley."
Cheyenne, Wyoming, lies on a level plateau 6,088 feet above sea level,
with nothing near to shelter it.
"The sun shines bright on 'Shienn',
but the wind is blowing to beat the
band."
From Cheyenne, he came back to
Denver and then to Colorado Springs.
He took an auto trip to Maniton, the
Garden of the Gods, William's Canyon, and the Cave of the Winds.
Both the auto road and the inclined
railway up Pike's Peak are closed at
this time of the year, so Dr. Wayland was disappointed in not being
able to go up the mountain.
At
Co'orado Springs is a monument to
£. M. Pike, for whom the famous
mountain is named.
Pueblo, a city of about 60,000, is a
great center of iron industry. It is
on the Arkansas River, and June,
1921, was visited by a destructive
flood in which about 100 people lost
their lives.
Trinidad.is a great trading center
for mining camps and for the surrounding sheep ranches.
Fisher's
Peake, 10,000 feet above sea level,
which looks like a huge stone castle,
Is a most remarkable landmark.
Dr. Wayland visited New Mexico,
where he found the pueblos very interesting. The Sanbo Donugo Pueblo has 780 members. There are in
New Mexico, 18 other pueblos, each
with its own special feast day. Many
of the houses in Santa Fe are built
in the pueblo style of architecture.
El Paso, Texas, he says, is a big
and busy town, with many fine
buildings. "I understand now why
this place is called 'El Paso'— 'The
Pass'—It is here that the Rio Grande
breaks through the Rockies, and
makes a highway for men and beasts,
as well as for the waters of the
north."
The Mardi Gras festival was in
full swing in Juarez, Mexico; Mashs,
music, dances, bull fights, and all.
He did not attend, any of the more
sanguinary features but saw the big
circular arena from the outside.
Nearly everybody in San Antonio
says 'San' ntone'. It takes too long
to say San Antonio. St. Augustine,
Santa Fe, Albuguerque, and San Antonio is each one built around a plaza, or public square. "We do not
appreciate what the Spaniards did
for the Southwest."

To Helen Kent whose marriage was
turned into a tragic ugliness by her
husband's desertion, all beauty was
an illusion. Left alone with a baby
daughter who she determined to
keep from the same fate, she entered the business world and made her
life strong, drap, but self-sufficient.
But all the beauty and idealism she
suppressed in herself came to bright
flowering in her daughter, Rebequita-—"Bee" for short. And the book
is properly Bee's story, how her desire for graceful things broke through
her mother's training, how love came
to her, how she made her secret rebellions, how the comradship between mother and daughter was
threatened until to Helen also came
love, anew, with its lesson that
brought understanding.

MARCH BLOWS IN
The preface to March came about
the 21st of February to remind folks
that spring is on the way. At first
we thought that these blustering
March winds (hurricanes, we mean)
had made a terrible mistake about
the date, but we are willing to give
the weather man the benefit of the
doubt.
Anyway, we hope these
winds will tire themselves out. We
are tired of combing our hair seventy six times a day, and a five cent
curl soon loses its harmonious wavy
effect. Doors slam everywhere and
at night the windows rattle so that
between them and the spasmodic
snoring of our roommates we suffer
from that dreaded malady—insomnia.
These winds tend always to
blow us away from our destinations.
When we go to class we get blown
back and when we get out of class
these gentle zephyrs rudely try to
shove us back.
They blow in all
directions at once. They blow your
feet toward Harrison, your body toward Sheldon and your head toward
Main Street. Within the last week
we have swallowed enough oxygen to
last us a year.
Still, we must not complain of
March. March is different.
Any
ol/d month can be cold or hot, according to its position on the calendar, but March combines spring days,
fall days, winter days, and summer
days, with all the seventy varieties of
each of these seasons.
It is the
month that can put more freckles on
a ten year old boy than all the rest
of the months put together can efface. Yes, March is indeed an unusual and powerful month, and now
that it is here we must not fail to
enjoy it.

MARCH WINDS
The wind's a-whippin" skirts about,
A-freezing every bone;
It turns your hat most wrong side
out—
First thing you know it's gone.
But urderneath the chill of it,
It's dull and dismal days,
We really feel the thrill of it—
With all its evilful ways.
Far down beside a lonely path
I saw a lovely sight,—
Green leaves were shooting through
the snow
Defying cold and blight.

MARCH
March winds a-blowing loud and
long,
Flustery, blustery, March is here,
They bluster and they sing;
Came in with a vim,
Snowing and blowing with cold cheer They whisper something in my ear—
I'll tell—'twill soon be Spring!
We owe rosy cheeks to him.
Blow on, snow on, merry March;
Wail on, wind so raw;
Tell us how you bent the larch,
Of the ships you saw.

SO'S YOUR OLD STUDENT
BODY

- As the title indicates, the subject
was women. To me the idea seemed to be to show the peculiarities of
feminine make-up with virtues and
faults ruthlessly portrayed. The male
creatures seem to mean hardly more
than a subject of conversation or
something to cause a mild disturbance now and then. Booth Tarkington evidently knows women and,
as I read, it seemed to me that I
could hear him ch'icklr to himself
as he displayed out' Wait after another in perverse or stolid girlhood
and womanhoocT.
The book has practically no plot.
The various incidents hang together
by the relationship of the characters.
My interest never flagged throughout the book, but the psychological
studies held that interest and, quite
frankly, I was piqued that a mere
man could so interpret feminine nature. He did, however; although he
rather slighted the virtues and the
sincerity of women.
The background interested me in
that various types of home life were
shown.,

MARCH 6,1926.
RUSH!

SURPRISE PARTY

Come early and avoid the rush!
The Sophomores are holding the
stage tonight in Sheldon Hall at
eight o'clock.
If you've lost anything just come over and find it.
Sophs are selling "Odz, and Endz" for
25 and 35 cents. See your favorites
and your best friends behind the
footlights. Everybody ready? Then,
let's go!

Miss Turner and her Institutional
Management class served the faculty
at a surprise party in the library
Tuesday night after faculty meeting.
A great fire burned brightly in the
fire place adding to the cherriness of
the room.
Miss Trappe acted as
hostess, with Evelyn Snapp, Marian
Travis, Nanpy Mosher, Virginia Wiley and Vera Upchurch serving.

**************************

* Poudre Puff Beauty Shoppe |
* Exclusive Experts in beauty
* culture specializing hair bobX bing, marcelling, and permanSk ent waving.
* Phone 6Q
88 N. Main St.
**************************
**************************

*

Central Drug Co.

**************************

Complete Line
ELIZABETH ARDEN
TOILET GOODS
at

f

jfj Trejur, Djerkiss, Armand's and *
* Hudnut's Three Flower Double %
j Compacts.
Perfumes, Toilet J
Articles and Stationery.
**************************

WILLIAMSON'S
I Harrisonburg's Pharmacy
**********************

************************** I **************************

*

New Spring Hats in all the
WALTER TROBAUGH'S
%
ELECTRIC SHOP
newest styles and colors for $5
%
and $5.50. A special lcj' worth
The Home of things
BLACK VALLEY
(wice as much as sold for at
Electrical
-Raymond Weaver—
102 South Main Street *
L. H. GARY
72 Court Sq.
*
Black Valley is a novel whose aim ************************** **************************
appears to be to point out some of
**************************
the incongruities of 'ife. This it *
*
does through the use of several stor- jjj Expert Operators All Branches *
ies, each rather separate from the
others. Yet they overlap too, and * Valley Beauty Shoppe ft
all are held together and guided by
Sipe Building £
the hand and mind of Mrs. West. J Phone 574
PHONE £74^£#4>N.MAINST.
*
She is the one major character of ***************************
whom we see the least and yet she
******
it is who changes the patterns in the *************************************
story. We like Gilson—and we feel
he is not so strong. We suffer for
# (S/ATION-WIDE
his mother—and his father.
We
INSTITUTIONcultivate a strong distaste for all
missionaries—except the Sheas and
Frances.
We love O-Yo-Ake-San.
The setting is in Japan, in the
INC.
ancient sunabked city of Kurodani.
DEPARTMENT STORES
Back of the stoiy we see a changing
panorama of jinrickshas, queershaped lanterns, coolies, zeishas, purple mountains, pleasure barges, and
daggers. Wo see too the undying
love of two women, one American
and one Japanese, who give all to
make the life of Gilson a happy one.

M;H'V|JIIM)1HB!E

enney

The Newer Things
In Apparel

(Continued from Page 2, Column 5.)
and said that her husband still speaks
Some folks can't stand much liberty- of the "seven nice girls" with whom
The vote for women deplore—
he had dinner at H. T. C.
Weep on, sleep on, cold, clear rain, It's a dead sure cinch,
In spite of all the discussions and
Whisper on, North Wind;
If you give 'em an Inch,
reports Mrs. Varner says the main
Tell us tales of hill and plain—
They'll only take an Ellmore.
benefit derived from the convention
Your cold we do not mind.
—A. P. W. came from the personal contact with
so many and such splendid people.
March replies to every wish, ■#
Why can't girls keep a secret?
•
Blows and blares with vim,
.
For two reasons—it's either not
It's a shame that such lovely dancPine trees know the raindrops swish worth keeping or too good to keep. ing pumps leave such unpleasant reBut we ne'er know him.
Ex. minders on their wearer's heels,

_

Scores of the most expert buyers in America have
been busy for the past months preparing our stores for
the demands of this period of the year. Every train now
is bringing in the results of their work. The large purchases we make to supply our 676 stores have secured
you many savings.

AT1ENTION
All ye writers of poetry: Anyone
who is really interested in winnnig
a prize and who can write poetry
without taking too long to do it may
be interested in the following article:
"Through the generosity of its local
Poetry Club, "The Makers," Southern Methodist University offers a
prize for original poems by undergraduates of $100, upen to all undergraduate students in American colleges and unievrsities. Each contestant is limited to a single poem, or
group of related poems, not exceeding two hundred lines in length in
aM. Each contestant must submit
three- typewritten copies of the poem
which he submits. The contestant's
name should not appear on the manuscript. No manuscripts will be returned, but each contestant will be
informed concerning the outcome of
the contest. Each contestant must
submit with his poem a statement
from his English teacher, the registrar, or someone else connected with
his school certifying that he is a
bona fide undergraduate student.
All poems submitted must reach Dallas not later than March 15, 192,6.
Manuscripts should be sent to the
following address, Jay B. Hub-bell,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas."

i

Harrisonburg's Busiest Store
*

i

*********♦**************#****************************
a*************************
Old Pictures Copied
*
and Enlarged
Oil and Pastelle Colors

HESS & ROLAND
STUDIO
Open Day and Night
Miller Ney Building 18 Main St.

Harrisonburg. Va.
Prompt Attention Given to
Mail Orders.
8 hour Kodak Service

>*****************#**#**#*

c
Take Your Shoes to
| FOLEY'S SHOE HOSPITAL
We don't cobble your \
shoes. With forty-five
years experience, we can
make new shoes out of your
old ones.
A Trial Will Convince You
117 East Market St.
Phone 418-W

II
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*

ODZ AND ENZ
by Sophomore Class
College Auditorium March 6

****************************************##*****#***
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*
* Watches, Diamonds, SilCOLLEGE GIRLS
*
Headquarters for Pillows,
| verware, and Novelty
Pennants, Stationery, Books and
General Supplies. Films develJewelry
oped and printed in 24 hours.
Leave them before 5 p. m. and
| Special Attention Given to
they will be ready following day
Repair Work
at 4:30 p. m.

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
120 South Main Street

"The Comfortable Place
to Shop"

D. C DEVIER & SONS I
"On the Square"
H. T. C. RINGS AND PINS
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